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1. Introduction.
The MultiSource Wireless Data Acquisition system must be operated through a PC or laptop
computer, using the MultiSource software included with your system.
This Quick-Start Guide may be useful in using the MultiSource system for the first time, but should
not replace the complete manual as a reference tool. When in doubt of a setting or a function, consult
the full user manual. Be sure to read Section 2 “System Safety and Warnings” before operating the
MultiSource system.

2. Materials/Supplies Needed











System Software
Windows Compatible Laptop computer or other field computer
Interface Module with USB cable and antenna
Two or more Multi-Source transceivers
RF modules/Antennas for each transceiver
MultiSource Batteries or External 12 Volt batteries and battery cables
Three (or more) electrodes per unit, typically metal stakes 20 to 40 cm long and 0.5 to
2 cm in diameter
Wires and clips to connect the electrodes to the system. Typically one short (1-2 m)
wire with a banana plug and 2 long cables (2 to 200 m) with banana plugs and clips.
Hammer and water container(s)
Configuration File

3. Useful Accessories





Antenna Mount
Antenna Extension Cable
USB Extension Cable
Alligator Clips

4. System Set-up
4.1. Software Setup
Prior to operating the system you must install the operating software and drivers for the USB/Virtual
serial interface. The operating system software is loaded by running the Setup.exe file in the folder
Version 1.18 System Operation Software. This should install an icon on the desktop. On systems
with the .Net environment already installed, you may be able to run the executable file
“MultiSource_Beta.exe” without running the Setup.exe file. You should also install the FTDI USB
driver software before plugging in the interface module. Note that there are two versions of the
software: one for Windows XP and one for Windows 7 and 8. For the older Windows XP driver,
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you may need to install the driver twice; once to install the USB driver and once to install the virtual
serial port.
4.2. Interface Setup Plug the MS-1 Interface into an available USB slot on your PC or laptop with
MultiSource Wireless software installed.
4.3. Set up the Transceiver(s) and Electrodes
Although one of the advantages of the MultiSource is that it can be set up in almost any location,
often the system is set up in a grid-pattern along a group of parallel lines. The systems can be
linked together to allow the signal/data to pass from unit to unit but more commonly each system
is independent of and isolated from the other systems. The basic layout usually begins by laying
out a series of equally spaced electrodes along one or more lines. When the link option is not
used, each system connects to three electrodes, so each line will have 6, 9, 12, 15, or 18
electrodes. For small-scale surveys, place the transceiver near the second electrode in each set of
3. Attach a fully charged MultiSource battery, or attach the transceiver to a 12V power source
via the adapter cable. Run wires from electrodes and insert banana plugs into MultiSource
Transceiver via the yellow, blue, and green connectors. Turn on the unit(s) by toggling the power
switch, and allow a few moments for GPS to lock.

5. Software Configuration
5.1. Main Menu--If this is your first time using WireLess Communication
software, you will need to either create a project file with your transceivers’
information, or open a project file (generally included with your system). To
open an existing project file (*.cnfg), click Open Project File, select the
appropriate .cnfg file and click OK.
5.2. Forms
Any form can be opened at any time by clicking the appropriate button on the
Navigate Project bar (Figure 5. 2.1) on the left side of the window. The form
will open in a new window unless there is already an instance of the form
open, in which case it will bring that form to the front of the screen.
5.3. Setting Up Transceivers
If you did not receive a project file with your system, you must input your
MultiSource transceivers into the system manually. Start by clicking the
Comm Settings button. A form will open. Click the box next to “Com Port
Number” and select the correct Com port. Click the Test Interface button Figure 5.2.1:
Navigate
toward the bottom-right of the form. If the test fails, select another Com port
and re-try. The desired response is “Test Successful!” Next, click on the Unit Project bar.
Config button. The Unit Configuration form will open. Click on the Clone
Unit button. Enter the unit number, the radio’s serial number, and next to “Node ID” enter the
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word “Unit” followed by the units number. Don’t use any spaces. Click Save Node and repeat
for all units. Verify that the
Electrode information is correct
then click Save Changes.

5.4. Testing Units
At any point, you may return to
the Main Menu and save your
project file. Click the Unit Status
button to open the “Status” form.
Click the Scan Units button to
display information about your
active units. If any units are
producing error messages, you
may test them on an individual
basis by clicking the Unit Tests
button. Select the unit you would
like to test by clicking in the box
underneath “Unit,” clicking the
unit, and pressing OK. Click the
Test Radio button to verify that
Figure 3.4.1: Show Raw GGA information.
the interface is communicating
with the unit. If your units are far
away from each other or your interface, you may need to increase the Radio Tx Power, but be
aware of your country/region’s regulations on the matter. Click the Test GPS Lock button to
verify that the unit has a GPS lock. You can view additional information; including latitude,
longitude, elevation,
lock type, and the
number of satellites,
by clicking the
Show Raw GGA
button (Figure). If
the GPS on your
unit
is
still
producing
error
messages, use the
Reset GPS button.
Next to it is a dialog
box with the label
“Reset Level.” The
GPS can be reset in
a number of ways,
and a value of “1” in Figure 5.5.1: Plot Locations Map
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this area is usually sufficient. If your unit is consistently producing errors, you may Skip it by
opening the Unit Config form, selecting the problematic unit, and checking the Skip box. Be
sure to click Save Changes when you are finished. Return to the Unit Status form. Click the
Check Resistance button to conduct an electrode contact resistance test. This can produce any
number, but a value over 100,000 most likely indicates an open circuit. You should check the
connections of any such electrode.
5.5. Unit Status/Map
Clicking the Show Map button in this form will open the “Plot Locations” form. From here, you
can enter the configuration of your grid under the “Grid/ReNumber Units” section. To update the
map to your configuration, click Plot Selected. Click the Match Elect. To Grid button to plot
electrode locations based on your configurations and align them with the grid. Clicking the
Renumber! button will renumber your electrodes according to the grid.
5.6. Build Schedule File
Once the grid is configured to your satisfaction, click the Build Schedule button. This form has
the “Grid/ReNumber” section as well, with a few more options. Check the box next to “Use Fast
TX Optimization.” Enter a value of “2” in the box next to “Tx Opts.” These options will
optimize your schedule. Build the schedule file by clicking either Build Walsh Arrays or Build
Linear Arrays, depending on which is your preference. A window will open prompting you to
save your schedule file; name it and click OK.
5.7. Data Run Configuration
Next, configure your data run by
clicking either DataStrm, FDIP
Config, or TDIP Config. For this
example, select TDIP Config.
Select the frequency by clicking the
box next to “Base Frequency.”
Choose a frequency from the list
and click OK. Notice in the upper
left corner of the form, the message
has turned red and now reads
“Configuration Not Current!” Click
the UPDATE button to save the
changes you’ve made. Enter the
desired current, scale, stacks, and
number
of
windows. Click
UPDATE. Notice that the Time
Per Measurement box updates.
This is the time (in seconds) each
data point will take to measure.
Make any other desire changes to
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the TDIP Config form, click UPDATE, and then you may either close the form and make
changes to other run types, or click the Run button.
6. Data Acquisition
In the Run Project form, make sure that the correct run type is selected. The background of the form
is color-coded to make this information available at-a-glance (Pink for FDIP; Teal for Data Stream;
and Purple for TDIP). Clicking the Route Dipoles button will display the dipole information below.
Click the Start Run button. A window opens prompting you to save the data. Name it, and then click
Save. A prompt opens with the message Continue Data Run? Click OK to begin acquiring data.

Figure 6.1: Run Project window.
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7. Design Example
7.1. Survey Design
You can use the Plot Locations window with Google Earth Google Earth Pro,to help design surveys.
In this example, we start by outlining a survey area, in this case the property boundaries around a
house. Using the Path Tool in Google Earthtm, we outlined the survey area and structures. We drew
two paths and savethem; the first is around the property boundary and called “outside” and the second
outlines the house location is called “house.” (Figure 1). Then right-clicking on the path names allows
us to save them as a .kml file. Note that the current Multi-source does not open .kmz files, these are
the zipped versions of the .kml files. To open a .kmz file uncompress it using a routine like 7-Zip and
then open the uncompressed .kml file.

Figure 1. Using GoogleEarth Pro to outline a survey area and structures.
After saving the .kml files, we go to the Plot Locations menu and import the .kml files created using t
the Import Lines button. You can import several lines with the button and all of the lines are plotted.
To remove a line you must clear all of the line (using the Clear Lines button) and re-import the
remaining lines. Note that in the current version of the Multi-Source routine all the imported lines
are colored red. The Import Points button allows you to import proposed locations of electrodes and
units. To be treated as a unit the pushpin name should start with a ASCII “U” character and an
electrode with an ASCII “E” character. The checkboxes below the command are used to choose
whether the points are renamed, skipped, or changed to a given unit type.
For the current design we will make use of the internal grid generation routine to determine an
approximate location and separation for a proposed electrode/unit grid. In the current version it is
assumed that we use the default configuration where each unit is not linked to the surrounding units.
For this example, choose #Lines (lower left corner) = 4 and the #Row = 4. Note the number of rows
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is essentially the number of Transcievers along a long. Make certain Plot GPS is unchecked, Plot
Current is Unchecked ( if you have opened a project file already these will try to include the
locations of any units stored in the project file) and Plot Grid is checked (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Lines imported into the Multi-Source Plot Locations menu
To display the “Grid” #Lines and #Rows must be greater than zero and we must choose a Line and
an electrode spacing. The By trial and error we determined a line spacing of 6 m, and electrode
spacing of 6 m and . Pressing the Plot Selected button shows the current Grid locations (Figure 3,
4). The various checkboxes allow choosing the way that Unit_Lines and Electrodes are numbered.
In Figure 3, the units are numbered Across Lines. This is somewhat more logical for the Walsh
arrays (discussed later). In the basic Walsh array, when the Units are numbered “Cross-Line” the
first array would transmit simultaneously from Units 1, 2, 3, and 4.
We can also choose a start number greater than 1 in the Start # box. This is useful if multiple
surveys are going to be combined. For example, if we have fewer than 16 units, we may want to
carry out one survey with Units say 1 to 8, then Unit 5 through 12 for the second survey etc.
Unchecking the Cross-Lines box causes the numbers to be sequential along the lines and choosing
Flip Lines changes the order so the southern lines are numbered first. (Figure 4). Note this does not
change actual way the Walsh Data are collected, just the unit numbers. In Figure 4 , the first Walsh
array would use Units 1, 5, 9 and 13. These are same locations as in Figure 3, only the way the
numbers are recorded is changed
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Figure 3. Unit locations displayed using the #Cross-lines numbering
.

Figure 4. Unit Locations numbering along the lines, note that Units 7 and 11 are marked
as “Skip.”
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Also note that in Figure 4, two of the units, 7 and 11, would lie on the roof of the house. So they have
added to the Skip text box near the bottom center of the form. These units are still displayed but will
be left out of the actual schedule file. Note that the check box Linear Num. causes all of the
electrodes to be numbered sequentially on a line instead of the Unit-1, 2, and 3, numbering scheme
shown in the grid. In the current version of the code this change is not displayed on the grid but will
be made in the schedule file.
If we choose to show both Electrodes and Units, the electrode locations overlay the Unit/Line
locations. (See Figure 5).

Figure 5. Locations of the electrodes overlay the unit locations.
Either the electrode locations (Figure 6) or Unit locations (Figure 7) can be exported to either a
.KML file or to a Garmin GPX file. From Figure 7 we can see that once Units 7 and 11 and their
electrodes are removed, the remaining electrodes should be feasible to install although some of them
may need to be moved slightly.
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Figure 5. Unit locations exported to a .kml file and imported into Google Earth.

Figure 6 . Electrode locations exported to a .kml file and imported into Google Earth.
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7.2. Build Arrays
7.2.1. Linear Arrays
Now that we have chosen an unit and electrode pattern we open the Build Schedule window.
Using this form we can build two types of arrays. Most of the information on Build Schedule
window is shared with the Plot Locations window. There are a three additional values/controls
added, Tx Opts, Row Multiplier, and Use Fast Optimization.
The Linear Array Button will create a simple, standard ERT-style array pattern that uses single
transmitters. The schedule will include all of the feasible dipoles for isolated units. For our
example this means it will create dipole-dipole arrays for dipole lengths of both 6 meters and 12
meters. Choosing the Build Linear Arrays button will query the user for new control file name
for the array. The user should open this file to run the linear arrays.
If the Optimize Current option is chosen on one of the Configuration Forms (DataStrm, FDIP, or
TDIP) then the after each time a Unit transmits current on a given electrode pair it compares
the desired current flow with the measured current flow. It uses this value to adjust the current
flow the next time that electrode pair is used. When Tx Opts is greater than zero it will add a
block of data in addition to the normal schedule that includes all of the transmitting electrode
pairs within the schedule file. These data are stored in separate data file with a .ALT
designation. The Use Fast TX Optimization causes the system to use a multi-source approach
for the transmitter current optimization. To reduce the amount of time, several units (about
half) transmit simultaneously thus greatly reducing the time needed to optimize the transmitter
current.
7.2.2

Walsh Arrays

The Walsh Array pattern is unique to the MultiSource system. It multiple simultaneous
transmitters both to improve signal-to-noise ratios and to improve resolution. Other multisource patterns are possible but using Walsh base Arrays provides some structure for the
complex task of choosing transmitter patterns. In essence the
The Row Multiplier is used along with the Walsh array and it use is described more fully below.
In our example, with Row Multiplier = 1 (the default), the first Walsh array would use the four
westernmost units (LineUnit numbers 1, 5, 9 and 13 would transmit simultaneously and with the
same polarity ie. the current would flow from electrode 1 to 2 on each line. For the second
Walsh Array, the polarities of two of the gridlines would be inverted ie UnitLine numbers 1
and 5 would have positive polarity and Unit/Lines 9 and 13 would have negative polarity. The
pattern would continue through all of the four unique vectors of the Walsh series ie: (++++, ++-, +--+, and +-+-). After completing the Walsh series for the first row of units, the second row
units, Unit/Line number 2, 6, 10, 14 would transmit simultaneously. Not that as part of the
example, Unit/Line numbers 7 and 11 were skipped. For that row, only two units would
transmit simultaneously using a reduced Walsh series that includes the two unique patterns of
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the Walsh Series (++, +-). For an odd number or Units along a row the remaining units would be
used. For example if we had only 3 units on a row then the pattern would be (+++, ++-,+-+,+--).

If we increase the Row Multiplier to 2 then a total of eight units transmit simultaneously. In this
example the first Walsh array would start with Unit/Lines 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13 and 14). In this
case there would be eight different Walsh patterns in the schedule.

Figure 5. Locations of the electrodes overlay the unit locations.
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7.3 Apply in the Field
Ideally, the Units and electrodes would be placed in the field using the same locations and order
as the design. However, this is not always practical in the field. The Plot Locations menue
provides both a method of checking the locatiosn of the units relative to a design grid and to
change the Unit/Line numbers and electrode spacing to match the grid. To use this feature

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Place the transceivers on the field site as close to the correct location as possible.
Turn the transceivers on and allow the GPS modules to lock onto a satellite.
Follow the procedures to establish communications with the units
Open the Unit Status Form and run a Scan.
Note that the Units average their positions to provide better position information over
time. Occasionally a unit will start up with a poor location estimate, particularly if there
are buildings or other structures around. In some cases the GPS will lock onto a reflection
from a building some meters (or even tens of meters) away. A common sign of a bad GPS
position is very poor elevation estimate. Often this will correct itself in a few minutes but
the it can take a long time for the average location to correct itself. If one or more units
appears to have an erroneous location, applying the Reset Lat and Long button on the
Status Form will clear the averages. If necessary, the user can reset the GPS using the
Reset GPS command on the Unit Tests Menu then reset the Lattidue and Longitude
6) After Scanning the Units on the Status form, go to the Plot Location form. This will show
the current locations of the units. The default settings should include the Show GPS value
as selected. The user can then co-plot the grid and unit locations by entering the correct
grid line and row numbers and grid and electrode spacing and grid angle.
7) The Match Elec toGrid button on the Plot Location form will overwrite the electrode
distance and location data for all of the nodes to match the values on the grid menu. In
other words, for our example the electrode distance to electrode 1 will be set to 6 meters,
and the angle to electrode 1 to 91 degrees.
8) The Renumber! Button will attempt to change the Line numbers of the units to match the
Unit/Line numbers of the grid. The algorithm for doing this depends primarily on the
distance of the point in the grid coordinate system for assign a Unit to a given row. The
user should examine the resulting revised plot to make certain the numbering is correct
and logical. Note that small changes in the grid angle may can change the order.
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